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Introduction
1.

This submission will deal primarily with the impact of the current provisions of the Bill upon
the commercial and financial position of WAG and its shareholders if and when the Bill is
passed into Law.

2.

Reference is made to the “current” provisions of the Bill because it has already been
substantially amended and future amendments are probable.

3.

Some of the impacts of the Bill are common to all unsecured creditors while others are
unique to WAG. While this submission does not deal with those common factors in any
depth, I respectfully ask the Committee to consider, on WAG’s behalf, the submissions of
other unsecured creditors as they are likely to also impact on WAG.

4.

In order to explain our position, It is necessary to outline part of the history surrounding
the introduction of the Bill. I will try to do so as shortly as possible.

The essence of this submission
5.

The State of Western Australia, through ICWA has been, and still is, a central commercial
participant in the distribution of $1.7Bn between primarily the State and four other parties
including WAG (there are numerous other smaller bondholders primarily outside of
Australia. Each of the five major parties is keen to maximise their return. That
maximisation can only occur at the expense of the other parties because the $1.7Bn is not
sufficient to pay out all creditors 100 cents in the dollar. Apart from the size of the fund in
dispute there is nothing out of the ordinary in this situation. It happens in everyday
commercial dealings.

6.

If the distribution is left to be dealt with according to the laws of Western Australia and the
Commonwealth of Australia then ICWA is in danger of not receiving a material part of the
distribution. This fact should properly be reflected in the amount ICWA is prepared to
accept to allow the liquidation to proceed. To date, that has not occurred. This has come
about because ICWA is, in fact, the State of Western Australia with all of the power that

status bestows. It was not prepared to compromise when it thought it had the legislative
powers of the State at its disposal.
7.

This state of affairs for ICWA has come about primarily through bad decisions made by
then officers of ICWA and advisors to ICWA during the long and involved litigation funding
process.

8.

In order to counter the effects of this mismanagement on its legal rights to distribution,
ICWA has prevailed upon the executive arm of Government to design, and then
implement, a new law which will have the likely effect of maximising the distribution to
ICWA at the expense of the other unsecured creditors.

9.

It was initially thought, both by the executive and ICWA, that this new law would be a fait
accompli. They believed that the Bill would become law by 30 June 2015 and would be
implemented in the months following that date.

10.

In order to assist the passage of the Bill into law, members of the executive and advisors to
ICWA;
a) have inaccurately insisted that the legislation is the only answer to “decades of
further litigation”; and
b) have attempted to demonise the other unsecured creditors and their advisors so
that those observing the passage of the Bill will not be moved to oppose it.

11.

As it transpired, the fait accompli was not in fact accomplished. The Bill is now parked
while ICWA uses the looming presence of the Bill as leverage to maximise its return by
“agreement” essentially between ICWA on the one hand and the other unsecured creditors
on the other.

12.

The Bill is an unnecessary breach of the rule of law which impacts unfairly on the
unsecured creditors other than ICWA.

13.

In time, it will come to be seen as the indicator of an increasing commercial risk in dealing
with the sovereign State of Western Australia.

WA Glendinning and Associates Pty Ltd
14.

WAG is a company incorporated in Western Australia on 15 September 1972.

15.

Its current directors are myself, Mr Ben Coppin, Mr Stephen Spiers and Mr Wayne Bowen –
all residents of Western Australia.

16.

WAG was previously part of the family business of the late Mr Brian Coppin but now has
only one asset – being a debt of $183M (“the Debt”) owed to WAG by Bell Group Finance
Pty Ltd (in liquidation) (“BGF”). The Debt is a legally due, enforceable and present

obligation of BGF. WAG has received acceptance of its proof from the liquidator and, in
early May 2015, was expecting potential payout within a reasonable period of time (in
insolvency terms, a reasonable time is about a year!)
The Debt
17.

The Debt was originally owed by BGF to West Australian Newspapers Limited and Albany
Advertiser Pty Ltd at a time when those companies had suffered substantial losses but
were then making yearly profits. At that time, the effect of the taxation laws was that a
company could not claim bad debts as losses unless the debtor company had been
liquidated or the debt had been disposed of in some other way. At that time, all concerned,
including BGF, West Australian Newspapers Limited and Albany Advertiser Pty Ltd, believed
the Debt was uncollectable. In order to claim the losses arising out of that bad debt against
profits being earned, West Australian Newspapers Limited and Albany Advertiser Pty Ltd
sought to dispose of the Debt and did so to WAG on 26 February 1992 for a nominal
amount.

18.

In taking this step, these two companies exchanged the chance of payment of the Debt, or
part of it, in favour of the acquisition of very large tax deductions. WAG, on the other hand,
became the owner of the Debt and entitled to repayment, in whole or in part, depending
upon the then precarious future of BGF or a distribution against the Debt from any future
liquidator of BGF.

Original approach to SGIC (now ICWA)
19.

During early 1991, McLernon Group Limited (“MGL”) carried on business as, inter alia, a
litigation funder. As the managing director of MGL, I observed the machinations occurring
between the Bell Group of companies, the Bond Group of companies and the then
Government of Western Australia and came to the conclusion that the securities provided
by the Bell Group of companies to various banks in 1990 were likely to be overturned as
constituting an undue preference to those banks, which had originally supplied credit on
unsecured terms before taking security against various of the Bell Group assets.

20.

During the course of my observation, I learnt that SGIC was a major creditor of companies
within the Bell Group primarily as the holder of subordinated bonds issued by companies
within the Group.

21.

Between August and October 1991 I, and a legally trained employee of MGL, Mr Paul
Edgar, prepared a proposal to present to SGIC which would have the effect of;
a.
b.

alerting SGIC to the fact that the securities granted to the banks by the Bell Group
companies were capable of being overturned; and
that would return value to the Bell Group Companies – part of which might then
flow through to SGIC as a creditor of those companies.

22.

The written proposal was presented by me to the managing director and company solicitor
of SGIC on 17 October 1991. Mr Edgar attended the presentation.

23.

SGIC did not accept the proposal from MGL. I mention the work and presence of Mr Edgar
only because, after leaving the employ of MGL in early 1992, he became the primary
solicitor for ICWA from about 1994 in relation to the Bell Resources litigation funding
transaction.

24.

All of these events occurred prior to WAG becoming a creditor of BGF as set out above.

Expectation Pty Ltd takes a 50% interest in the Debt
25.

After failing to interest SGIC in our proposal to pursue repayment of their bonds, I kept a
watching brief over the unfolding saga enveloping the Bell Group of companies and the
Bond Group of companies. I saw that BGF was placed into liquidation in March 1993. I
attended a meeting of the unsecured creditors of The Bell Group Limited (in liquidation) on
6 February 1995 and noted that the liquidators were intending to pursue the banks in
relation to the securities referred to in paragraphs 19 and 21 above and were then calling
for financial support from unsecured creditors to enable that pursuit to occur.

26.

At that meeting, I observed that Mr Edgar was present, acting as solicitor for SGIC.

27.

Mr Edgar advised the meeting that SGIC was funding the Law Debenture Trust Company
(“LDTC”) which, in turn, was funding the liquidators to pursue the banks in relation to the
security transactions. The ATO and Bell Group NV were also disclosed as funding creditors.

28.

On about 11 October 1996, the company of which I was then the managing director
(Expectation Pty Ltd) obtained a 50% interest in the Debt for an initial consideration of
$20,000 and an undertaking from me that I would oversee the possibility of collection of
the Debt through co-funding the liquidators in their pursuit of the banks. The other 50%
was retained by members of the Coppin family.

29.

Over the next year and a half or so, I was in regular contact with the liquidators, the
funding creditors and their various advisors.

30.

I was advised that the unsecured creditors who were funding the action (being SGIC
(through LTDC), Bell Group NV and the Australian Taxation Office) had spent approximately
$6M and expected to expend about $15M in due course.

31.

As the then managing director of Expectation Pty Ltd, I knew that the company could
provide to WAG its pro-rata share of the funding thought to be necessary to pursue the
litigation against the banks. In addition, ICWA itself, and through the services of Mr Edgar,
knew that I understood the factual and legal matters involved in the litigation and was
ready, willing and able to provide pro-rata financial support to the liquidators.

32.

Nevertheless, throughout that year and a half period, the liquidator and the funding
creditors, with the assistance of their advisors, prevented WAG from becoming a funding
creditor to the extent that I made a futile complaint to the Australian Securities and
Investment Commission (“ASIC”) regarding the conduct of the liquidator in refusing to
countenance funding from WAG as an unsecured creditor of BGF. These events form the
basis of WAG’s primary argument in the section 564 proceedings that the funding creditors
should have their return reduced to reflect the fact that not all unsecured creditors were
given a proper opportunity to fund the proceedings.

The Litigation against the banks
33.

The original writ against the banks was issued in 1995 and was ferociously defended by the
bank syndicates through to judgement in 2008.

34.

The solicitors and counsel involved in the litigation were those representing the liquidator
(as Plaintiff) and those representing the banks (as Defendants).

35.

WAG was not represented by either solicitors or counsel in that litigation and had no input
into the litigation whatsoever.

36.

After various appeals by the banking syndicates, a settlement was reached and
approximately $1.7Bn was paid to the liquidator of the Bell Group companies. The funds
were finally received by the liquidator in about June 2014.

37.

That brought an end to the litigation against the banks. That litigation had yielded a
judgement of $2.7Bn (after the Full Court appeal) and a settlement of $1.7Bn (after the
banks lodged their appeal to the High Court).

38.

No one could properly criticise any of the lawyers in the litigation for either the liquidator
or the banks.

39.

One could perhaps criticise the banks for not settling the litigation at a point where they
could have done so for around $150M in 1996 but that was their choice. Certainly no
rational criticism regarding the length of the proceedings could be levelled at the plaintiffs,
their advisors, their funders or unsecured creditors. Litigation timing is governed by the
nature of the case but primarily by the approach adopted by the defendants.

The liquidation of The Bell Group Companies
40.

Once the litigation was concluded and out of the way and the settlement funds were
received the liquidation process got fully underway.

41.

It was then the liquidator’s duty at law to determine the assets and liabilities of the various
Bell Group companies and to determine the true debts owed to each of the unsecured
creditors. In addition, the liquidator had the task of honouring his undertaking, made to

the funding creditors, to make application to the Supreme Court for orders under Section
564 of the Corporations Act in favour of those funding creditors.
42.

Those proceedings were commenced by October 2014 and the liquidator lodged a
comprehensive statement of issues, facts and circumstances with the Supreme Court in
April 2015, setting the scene for the Court’s adjudication on questions which would help
the liquidator to determine how much of the $1.7Bn would be awarded to each of the
funding creditors pursuant to Section 564 of the Corporations Law.

43.

At the same time, the liquidator had prepared a computerised programme by which a
rough estimate could be made of the amount likely to be due to each creditor under the
multitude of different scenarios which came from the seven or eight major factors which
impacted on the potential 564 award.

44.

ICWA also prepared a lengthy statement of its issues, facts and circumstances it sought to
rely upon as did BGNV. These statements were lodged with the Court in April 2015. The
other parties have now provided their statements of issues, facts and circumstances to the
Court.

45.

These documents assisted the parties to crystalise the legal points which needed to be
determined so as to enable the liquidator to proceed with the liquidation.

46.

A short précis of the legal problems for ICWA which emerged from those statements is as
follows;
a.

ICWA is not a creditor of either BGF or the Bell Group Limited. All of the bonds, in
which ICWA has an interest, are in fact held by a trustee. The trustee is the
creditor of both BGF and The Bell Group Limited.

b.

In any event, the interests of ICWA in all of the bonds are subordinated to the
interests of other bondholders. Accordingly, all other bondholders must be paid
out in full before any payment can be made to or for ICWA.

c.

ICWA came to the conclusion and/or was advised that it could arrange an
amendment to the relevant trust deeds to remove its subordinated status.

d.

That could not in fact occur because the trust deeds provided that such
amendments could only occur if they did not impact adversely on the interests of
other bondholders and, of course, they did. To this day, the bonds held for ICWA
remain subordinated. This means that ICWA is at the back of the distribution
queue in relation to all of the bonds.

e.

It is the trustee for the bondholders that is entitled to payment under Section 564
of the Corporations Act because it was the trustee who funded the litigation.

47.

f.

ICWA provided its funds for the litigation not to the liquidator but to the trustee
who then provided the funds to the liquidator.

g.

The terms of the trust deed are such that, if a payment is made under Section
564, then it will be paid to the trustee and the trustee must satisfy all other
Bondholder’ claims before it can pay ICWA anything.

h.

Presumably because ICWA or its advisors realised that there could be a serious
problem with subordination, ICWA purchased an interest in an alleged $300M
debt owed by The Bell Group Limited to a company called J N Taylor Holdings
Limited. The purchase was at a few cents in the dollar of the face value of the
debt.

i.

It is probable that this $300M will not be admitted to proof by the liquidator and
would not be properly claimable by ICWA.

j.

In order to further improve its position as a creditor, ICWA entered into what
became known as the Western Interstate transaction but the whole premise of
that transaction may be vitiated by fraud committed by officers of the Bond
Group of companies.

k.

Despite this rocky base, ICWA decided to co-fund the litigation against the banks
along with the Australian Taxation Office and Bell Group NV. Those other two
entities were clearly creditors with unarguable claims.

l.

When the Global Financial Crisis hit and the costs of the litigation were out of
control, both ATO and BGNV elected not to continue funding but ICWA elected to
do so in circumstances where BGNV continued with its entitlement to a major
litigation funding fee even though it was no longer providing litigation funding.
ICWA was paying for BGNV and was funding the ATO’s contribution.

There is no doubt that there are arguments both ways on all of these matters and the
position of ICWA may be stronger in some than in others but there is equally little doubt
that ICWA had a hard, litigious road to overcome if it was to receive a major portion of the
$1.7Bn of litigation proceeds.

Other Litigation after the bank Settlement
48.

Since the final settlement with the banks and payment by them of the settlement sum the
only major litigation has been issued by the liquidator and ICWA, being the applications to
the Supreme Court for orders in favour of the funding creditors under section 564 of the
corporations act. In attempting to finally establish its Proof of Debt WAG appealed to the
Supreme Court against a ruling by the liquidator that WAG was not entitled to, about
$19M in interest which instead was likely to go to West Australian Newspapers Limited.

Shortly after the institution of the appeal, the liquidator, WAG and WA Newspapers
Limited settled the matter by an apportionment between WAG and West Australian
Newspapers Limited which satisfied all parties.
49.

BGNV instituted proceedings in London in an attempt to ensure that LDTC did not change
the terms of the various trust deeds to remove the subordinated status of the bonds held
by ICWA. At an interlocutory hearing the English Court stayed that action and referred it to
the West Australian courts.

50.

ICWA also issued an appeal against the ruling of the liquidator regarding the composition
of the committee of inspection appointed to the insolvent estate of BGF. No further steps
have been taken by ICWA in relation to those proceedings.

51.

Prior to the mediation no proceedings had been issued by either the Australian Taxation
Office or BG (UK) Limited (in liquidation)(the other two major unsecured creditors).

52.

It is reasonable to say that the only litigation in existence at the time of the mediation was
the 564 application which had been issued by the liquidator pursuant to undertakings to do
so given to ICWA, BGNV and the Australian Taxation Office.

53.

Prior to the issue of those Section 564 proceedings all of the unsecured creditors were
aware of the problems besetting such an application and had agreed to a major mediation
with the hope of avoiding a formal hearing on the 564 application.

The Original Mediation
54.

All of the parties agreed to attend a mediation in Singapore on 12 and 13 May 2015.

55.

Prior to so attending, all of the parties prepared position papers and exchanged them with
the other unsecured creditors and the liquidator.

56.

Mr Roger Gyles QC (retired Federal Court Judge) had agreed to act as mediator and a
mediation agreement between all the parties had been settled and executed.

57.

It is not possible to say now whether the mediation would have resulted in a settlement.
The two creditors with the largest claim (ICWA and BGNV) were clearly at loggerheads
regarding their entitlement and there were subsidiary disputes between those two
unsecured creditors and other unsecured creditors. The point is however, that all of the
unsecured creditors had undertaken to attend in Singapore and to act reasonably in
attempting to mediate an outcome of the various disputes without the necessity for
further litigation.

58.

WAG had prepared diligently for the mediation and had attended conferences with Mr
Gyles regarding the position they would adopt during those proceedings. Mr Gyles also
met separately with all of the other unsecured creditors and the liquidator.

59.

The mediation was to be attended by unsecured creditors and their advisors from
Australia, as well as from the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.

60.

By 5 May 2015 a lot of work, expense and Court time had been taken up with the
preparation for the 564 application and the mediation about to take place in Singapore.

61.

All of that came to an abrupt halt on 5 May 2015.

The Bill
62.

On the morning of 5 May 2015 a director of WAG was alerted to a media statement which
had been released by the Treasurer headed “New Legislation to finalise Bell Group Case”.

63.

Prior to the issue of that press release no officer or employee of WAG had any idea that
the State intended to introduce and, if possible, implement this litigation cutting across, as
it did, both the pending 564 application in the Supreme Court and the Mediation which
was about to take place in Singapore.

64.

On instructions from WAG, Counsel for WAG contacted the State Solicitor and asked for an
explanation. He was informed that the State Solicitor was unable to comment but despite
the content of the release, expected the mediation to continue in Singapore.

65.

After consulting with other unsecured creditors and the mediator, WAG determined that
until it understood the effect of the Bill in toto and the ramifications arising from the Bill
for WAG, none of its directors or advisors would attend the mediation.

66.

A similar stance was taken by both the ATO and BGNV.

67.

ICWA proceeded with a “show mediation” at which the only other unsecured creditor was
BG (UK), the liquidator of which, and her advisors, had already encamped for Singapore.

68.

After the failed mediation and prior to the Singapore mediation the State Solicitor
introduced a new strategy by advising the unsecured creditors that ICWA was “ prepared
to recommend” to the Government that an amendment should be made to the Bill
whereby any agreement reached at the Singapore mediation could be included as a
schedule and the Act could be amended to simply require the authority to pay those funds
forthwith.

69.

That proposal had the opposite effect to that expected by the State Solicitor, at least on
WAG, and, in my observation upon the other unsecured creditors, other than ICWA. It
indicated that the Bill was what it appeared to be, a methodology for leverage by the State
against the other unsecured creditors. It indicated to the unsecured creditors that the
executive arm of Government and this commercial arm were acting in unison to exert
pressure on the other unsecured creditors to agree to something they were not willing to
freely accept.

The Treasurer’s public campaign
70.

During the two months after the introduction of the Bill into the Legislative Assembly, the
Treasurer, assisted by the Managing Director of ICWA, carried out an organised campaign
in the Parliament and in the public arena – attempting to paint the following picture;
a.
b.

that the bill was the only possible alternative to decades of further litigation; and
for one reason or another, most of the unsecured creditors, other than ICWA,
were not morally entitled to any particular consideration in the distribution of the
$1.7B.

71.

I have attached at Schedule 1,2, and 3 a copy of the major comments made by the
Treasurer.

72.

The commentary in relation to WAG was ill informed, inaccurate and unfair.

73.

The Treasurer was requested by the solicitors for WAG to withdraw his comments
regarding WAG, the solicitors for WAG and legal practitioners in general, but he declined to
do so. I have attached that correspondence at schedules 4 and 5.

74.

This commentary was occurring while the directors of WAG were obtaining legal advice in
relation to the operation of what was then Section 47 of the Bill so that they could respond
publicly to the statements being made about WAG and its solicitors.

An alternative to litigation
75.

WAG has never courted and does not wish now to be involved in litigation regarding the
Debt.

76.

In common with the other unsecured creditors, other than ICWA, WAG had no prior notice
or knowledge of the proposed Bill and has never been approached by ICWA or its
representatives to discuss any alternatives to the litigation issued by ICWA and the
liquidator referred to in paragraphs 41 to 45 inclusive above. One obviously workable
alternative is to be found in the provisions of the Commercial Arbitration Act 2012 – the
provisions of which could be modified by appropriate legislation.

77.

I have attached, at Schedule 6, a copy of a short advisory note from counsel retained by
WAG, Mr Steven Penglis, in this regard.

The Singapore mediation
78.

Despite some misgivings about the likely stance to be adopted by the State Solicitor and
ICWA at the mediation, WAG agreed nevertheless to travel to Singapore to attend a two
day mediation in mid June 2015 in an attempt to settle the claims of the five unsecured
creditors.

79.

Only one of the five unsecured creditors attended the mediation backed by the legislative
power of the State of Western Australia. ICWA knew it had that power and it was prepared
to use it in conjunction with the State Solicitor.

80.

In a 10 minute session during the mediation where the State Solicitor and ICWA met
directly with the WAG representatives, the State Solicitor opened the meeting with the
statement “We have not yet decided which of you we are going to throw under the bus.”

81.

I remonstrated with the State Solicitor regarding the inappropriateness of that statement
and he did not proceed with it. It did, nevertheless, demonstrate the hubris which emerges
when one party to a mediation has the legislative power of the State behind it. No
settlement emerged from the mediation or has emerged thereafter. There appears to be
very little, if any, contact being made between the two main players ICWA and BGNV.

The Treasurer discloses ICWA’s negotiating position
82.

After the mediation , the Treasurer informed the Parliament that ICWA considered an
appropriate settlement would be as follows;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

to ICWA
to ATO
to BGNV
to WAG
to BG (UK)

$700M
$430M
$480M
$50M
$55M

83.

After reading the transcript of the Treasurer’s remarks, I instructed the solicitors for WAG
to write an open offer by WAG to all of the other unsecured creditors.

84.

That letter set out a settlement on the following basis;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

to ICWA
to ATO
to BGNV
to WAG
to BG (UK)

$650M
$380M
$520M
$100M
$100M

85. I attach at Schedule 7 a copy of that open offer - it has not been accepted and nothing has
been heard from ICWA.
Conclusion
86. All of the unsecured creditors (probably including ICWA) hold high level legal opinions that
the Bill if it becomes law is subject to being overthrown in the High Court of Australia
because provisions of it are inconsistent with laws of the Commonwealth.
87. Attached as Schedule 8 is a short summary of the more important parts of the current Bill.

88. They relate to provisions which taken together represent legislation of a type never before
seen in the Parliament of Western Australia.

Hugh McLernon
Director
WA Glendinning and Associates PTY LTD

